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Multi-shell mixed-configuration calculations employing various effective interactions show that for low-lying states
the g-factor in T, = 0 nuclei as well as the average of g-factors of corresponding states in mirror nuclei varies between
+0.4 and +0.9 n.m. in rather good agreement with a pure jn description; for excited states in even-even T, = 0 nuclei
one finds g * +0.50 mm. The results agree well with present experimental data on magnetic dipole moments of ground
states and excited states.

A comparison of experimentally observed multipole moments with theoretical values may provide a
direct test of the corresponding wave functions, since
in contrast with most other observables, the theoretical
description of only one specific state is involved.
The magnetic dipole moment of a state IJ) is given
by

(1)

count some configuration mixing.
It might be useful, however, to point out the simple
behaviour of the isoscalar term as a function of mass
number. In this paper the isoscalar contribution as obtained from multi-shell mixed-configuration
wave
functions is described. Substitution of bare-nucleon
spin and orbital g-factors in eq. (1) leads to
~=g,~=~+o.38&

where $ and g’ denote the nucleon orbital and spin
g-factors, respectively. Writing the matrix element in
isospin formalism as a sum of an isoscalar term p. and
an isovector term pz, yields
cl=clo + Tzpz,

(4)

where the numerical factor is given by vZ(g’ tg” -1)
[3]. For a pure jn configuration one can d!rivenfrom
expressions given in ref. [4] and the proton and neutron single-particle Schmidt values with go = ?4<gptg,)
the relation

(2)

where the T,dependence of the isovector contribution
is shown explicitly. This discussion will be restricted to
the isoscalar part po, which can be obtained directly
from experimentally determined magnetic dipole moments in T,= 0 nuclei and by averaging the dipole moments of corresponding states in mirror nuclei with the
relation
p. = G-Q,T,)

Sk),
k=l

k=l

t/-Q,

-

T,)l .

(3)

It can be shown [ 1, 21 that the measured isoscalar
contribution to the magnetic dipole moment for nuclei described by a closed major shell and one participle or hole is very well reproduced by the Schmidt
single-particle estimate. An analysis of the intrinsic
spin contribution
to the isoscalar part has been given
by Leonardi and Rosa-Clot [3]. These authors show
that the observed mass dependence of the intrinsic
spin contribution can be explained by taking into ac-

go=%+$$forj=lk

%.

(5)

The values of go derived from eq. (5) for nuclei with
A < 41 are compared with experiment in fig. 1. More
details about the experimental data are given in table
1. Values of go calculated from the multi-shell mixedconfiguration wave functions of refs. [ 5- 121 are
shown also. It follows that the isoscalar part varies
only slightly with mass number within the 1s1i2,
1~312 and lp1/2 subshells in agreement with the linear mass dependence assumed in ref. [3] . This linear
mass dependence is not found, however, for the
Id,/29 2s1/2 and Id,/2 subshells. It can be seen from
fig. 1 that the go-values obtained from eq. (5) agree
well with experiment as well as with the go-values
obtained from the much more complicated shell model wave functions.
The deviations at A = 6 and 19 (points (a) and (b)
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AFig. 1. Comparison between theory and experiment for go-factors in mirror and self-conjugated nuclei. The theoretical multi-shell
values are obtained from refs. [ 5 - 121. The points marked (a), (b) and (c) are discussed in the text.

in fig. 1) are explained

by configurations that contain
strong~3/~ p1/2 and 912 contributions, respectively. The
multi-shell wave functions seem to overestimate these
components, however. The value atA = 37 (marked with
(c)) refers to aJ* = 7/2- excited state and should, as it
does, correspond with the f712 single-shell estimate. A
deviation occurs also nearmass 30. The simplest descrip
tion of these nuclei in terms of a pure (s~,~)~ configuration gives a go-value which is too large. The values
calculated with more complex wave functions follow
from strong admixtures of d,,, and d312 configurations.
The fact that the calculated go-value of a given state
is rather independent of the theoretical wave function
can be illustrated with calculations on the lowest
J* = 2+ state in 24Mg. Thego-value obtained with eq.
(5) is to.576 nm., while mixed configuration wave
functions [8] employing empirical as well as surfacedelta matrix elements both yield go = 0.565 n.m.. A
projected Hartree-Fock calculation [ 131 gives also the
302

value go = to.565 n.m. A similar behaviour has been
found in other Tz= 0 nuclei. This shows that the last
term in eq. (4) is generally found to be much smaller
than 0.5 nm. and has a fined sign in a given subshell.
From a study of the theoretically calculated isoscalar
contributions in light nuclei (A < 40) as well as in Ni
isotopes [ 141, one finds for low-lying states in eveneven nuclei the relation

(6)
With eqs. (6) and (4) one can estimate the magnetic
dipole moment of e.g. the lowest 2+ state in eveneven T,= 0 nuclei, which leads to the value
p= t1.00 + 0.16 n.m..
It may thus be concluded that the experimentally
determined isoscalar contribution
to the magnetic dipole moment of light nuclei can be reproduced rather
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Table 1
Experimental values of the isoscalar go-factors a) for mirror and selfconjugated nuclei bJ

p

T

2H

1/2+
1+

l/2
0

3H/He
6Li

1/2+
1+

*Li/B
‘OB
tog

2+
3+
1+

l/2
0
1
0
0

“B/C

3/2-

12B/N

l+

n/H

g;’
+0.88
+0.86
+0.85
+0.82
+0.57

.I=

13C/N
14

T

g;’

P

T

grp

1/2-

112

+0.38

“Na

1+

0

+0.54

1+
1/2-

0
112

+0.40
+0.44

l/2
l/2

+0.57
+0.57
+0.74
+0.57

l/2
1

+0.68
+0.48

l/2
0

1/2+
3/2+
2+

112

S/2+
5+
1/2+

29 Si/P
3sCI/Ar
36CI/K
37Ar/K
37Ar/K
3aK

3/2+
7/23+

l/2
l/2
0

+0.46
+0.38 f 0.07
+0.55 f 0.04
+0.46

41Ca/Sc

7/2-

l/2

+0.55

0

+0.60
+0.63 f 0.12

N
‘sN/O
170/F
‘aF
19F/Ne
19F/Ne

112

+0.55

” Ne/Na

S/2+
3/2+

1

+0.73

“Na

3+

l/2

+0.57
+0.58

aJSee eqs. (3) and (4).
bJErrors smaller than the last digit are not given.

accurately with a simple jn configuration. Much more
complex multi-shell mixed-configuration
wave functions do not produce considerably different results.
The g-factors obtained for a jn configuration may
therefore be useful to obtain an estimate of the g-factor in T,= 0 nuclei and also for the g-factor of a state
of which the value of the corresponding state in the
mirror nucleus is known experimentally. Finally, it
should be remarked that the calculated isovector term
contributing to the magnetic dipole moment of T,f 0
nuclei depends rather strongly in the size of the configuration space in contrast to the isoscalar term.
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